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NHS Gives Warning To Schools    
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 Legal action is pending against school heads and others found to be guilty  

1 Since the word Covid arrived in mainstream media there has been a volume 
of conflicting information and statements made.  On the one hand, we have 
the government and its advisors with their narrative.  On the other, we have a 
directly opposing, conflicting, narrative coming from an ever-increasing body 
of specialist and high-ranking scientists and medics around the globe. 
  

2 It should be interesting to all of us to note that the government and its 
advisors have not engaged with the other hand – in any shape or form.  They 
have instead, left it to the mainstream media to rubbish the counterclaims 
made and to cause them to be deleted or excluded from the media. 
  

3 The same effect has been seen with respect to the mass city centre protests 
which have taken place weekly – and in increasing numbers around the 
world. These are not reported in the mainstream media but are happening 
anyway.  
 

4 However one might view the Covid word and all its ramifications, it should be 
difficult for any of us to ignore these realities.  All of us should be asking – 
and now ever more loudly – what is the truth – and why cannot there be a 
public debate on the issues?  It would be a debate where all the best 
scientific and medical minds around the world are invited to speak their truth 
and have it kicked for solidity by all those able to test it.   
And further, that debate should be public.  
 

5 Despite calls for such a debate - and they have come from some of those 
best minds in the world – a debate has never been discussed as a possibility, 
let alone convened. 
 
And in a climate of national. International and global importance, would not a 
grown-up intelligent society be on this?  Well, we don’t live in one of those 
societies yet – and that simple fact is probably at the route of all our troubles. 
That debate is not expected to happen. 
  

6 So, we are now on the verge of conforming to the government’s wishes – 
wishes arrived at by their paid advisors - to have our children inoculated 
against a virus which is said by many a doctor to be no more deadly than the 
common winter flu virus – especially in the case of children. 
  

7 Due to this policy decision by government – essentially arrived at behind 
closed doors – many people, lay people, medics, scientists and now also 
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lawyers have felt the need to step up and sound warning signals about the 
government’s intentions for our children. 
   

8 Among them has been a group of people that have put together a paper – 
which purports to have been issued by the NHS.  The paper is in essence a 
warning to schools about the inoculation of our children and the vulnerability 
of school staff in law - if they coerce children in some way to take the 
treatment now being offered. 
. 

9 An example of such a paper is attached and is titled the Consent Checklist. 
 
In summary, it says: [ with the added comments in italics being our own ] 
 

1. The vaccine is like no other vaccine administered before. 
It is said by some scientists that it does not satisfy the accepted 
definition of a vaccine and is appropriately described as a device 
used to deliver gene therapy – also not administered before. 
 

2. The vaccine doesn’t prevent the patient for contracting the virus or 
from passing it on. 

This again is not the expected outcome in contrast to what has 
been accepted as the outcome for all previous and traditionally 
made vaccines. 
 

3. Despite alternative treatments being available to combat the virus 
the vaccine has been granted Emergency Use Authorisation - EUA. 

This is in direct conflict with the rulings governing the issue of 
EUAs – since EUAs can only be granted if NO available 
alternatives exist. 
And they do exist. 
 

4. There have been a high number of deaths and adverse reactions 
reported under the Yellow Card System – resultant from people 
being inoculated with the vaccine. 

The numbers reported are strongly suspected to be seriously 
under-reported – for different reasons.  The true numbers are 
anticipated to be TEN times greater than reported.  Reports in the 
US strongly support this claim. 
 

5. A sample of the adverse reactions experienced among those 
receiving the vaccine are named. 

There are a number of other adverse reactions which are not 
named and they include the rapid onset of cancer.  Additionally, 
there are mounting reports of reactions which cannot be 
explained but are believed to relate to the vaccine. 
   

6. The long-term effects of the vaccine are not yet known since the trials 
are not yet complete. And won’t be until 2023, officially. 

Normal trials of vaccines take as long as 10yrs to complete and 
some are even longer.  As everyone is aware, this vaccine has 
been rushed into use – hence the EUA mentioned above.  
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Accordingly, the medium and long-term effects are not known.  To 
suggest the vaccine is safe is a total misguidance of the people 
and our children. 
 

7.   The makers of the vaccines are immune from liability 
The government granted immunity on the basis that if harm or 
death was caused to the recipients of the vaccines – due to their 
being rushed into use without the normal requisite testing – then 
they should not be held liable for any failure on their part. 
The government however did in fact expect high volumes of 
adverse reactions directly related to the vaccines - evidenced by 
their tender placed in the market late in 2020 ahead of the vaccine 
rollout.    
 

8. The average age of death in the UK from Covid at 11jan21, was 83  
Additionally. people have been recorded as having died of Covid 
when in fact the probability is that they have died of something 
completely different.  There are volumes of data which support 
this assertion in the UK and the US. 
 

9. Crude mortality rates show that people under 30yrs are more likely 
to die from the vaccine than the virus. 

In fact, there is a volume of evidence available from frontline 
doctors around the world which indicates that next to no one 
should die of Covid due to the availability of tried and tested drugs 
and protocols.  These drugs and protocols are not spoken of in the 
mainstream news.  You have to ask WHY?   
See video by Kate Dalley.  
 

10. The patient does not feel coerced and is free to make a decision to 
refuse the vaccine. 

Given the amount of narrative which is pushed out to the entire 
population recommending taking the inoculation – taking account 
of the total absence of the counter narrative – it is difficult to 
accept that anyone is safe from the attempt by government to 
coerce people into taking the vaccine. 
 

9 See the article published in the mainstream media – including The Mail 
Online – that discredits the attempts to draw attention of teachers and their 
heads of school to the evidenced facts. 
 

10 It would be reasonable for everyone to say STOP – before going any further 
– so we can get to the bottom of all the different viewpoints to assess who is 
right and who is NOT.  But NO, that is not what we are seeing.  What we are 
seeing is a rush to get everyone jabbed, including now all our children.  And 
that is while discrediting all the sources of the counter narrative and 
challenging viewpoints which are made in the interests of love and care for 
our children. 
   

11 I mentioned earlier the increasing involvement of lawyers speaking out 
against the government’s policies on Covid.  One such firm which is taking 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/5RPLUXkD3qA9/
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_1b462094c61d4efc9cbd5048c4a3134b.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_1b462094c61d4efc9cbd5048c4a3134b.pdf
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action to help is PJH Law who have drafted a standard letter which can be 
used by parents to send notice to their children’s schools.   
This is attached in a pdf format, although a Word format is downloadable 
from the firm’s website. 
 
The standard letter is clear, concise and supported by references and further 
information in a Summary of Claim.  In effect the letter and the attached 
references warn school teachers and their heads of the potential legal 
consequences of not properly obtaining Informed Consent from their 
students who indicate willingness to accept the vaccine. 
   

12 The letter is damning in its contents and sets out precisely the vulnerability 
school teachers are open to should any child be caused injury by the vaccine 
administered on the school property under the jurisdiction of the school. 
 

13 Whilst the letter is carefully crafted and should not be ignored by any school 
teacher or employee who receives it, it fails to mention one thing at least. 
 
Proper Informed Consent to receive the inoculation cannot be given by 
anyone – child of any age or adult – if the persons receiving the inoculation 
are not also aware of the toxic components of the vaccines – and, having it 
explained to them, the possible harm those toxins can cause.  The precise 
toxic contents have not been disclosed to people in any way and certainly 
not in the Patient Information Leaflet which should be handed to recipients to 
read in advance of their inoculation.  This withholding of information, from 
everyone so far, makes every Informed Consent received invalid. 
 
The toxins referred to include – but are not limited to – Graphene Oxide. 
Please review this link to an exposure about this substance. 
 

PS1 PJH Law is but one firm taking action to help safeguard our children and the 
adult population.  This firm is also taking steps to help careworkers who are 
currently in danger of being forced out of their jobs if they do not accept the 
vaccine. 
 

PS2 Other firms are working to bring actions in the courts around the world to 
both halt the inoculation programme and bring to justice those persons they 
accuse of causing untold harm and death to literally hundreds of thousands 
of people.  Some are calling the actions by our governments, genocide.  In 
the light of the evidence which has been amassed, I have to say it is difficult 
to see this in any other way. 
     

 By: David Charles 

 Source: Tetbury CONNECT: Magazine 

 LINK:  Daily Mail Online article warns schools about Informed Consent Form 

 LINK:  Standard letter and Summary of Claim: by PJH Law 

 LINK:  Kate Dalley explains how she saved her husband from death  

https://pjhlaw.co.uk/
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_1aa36591e43946ef8c4741cbbc992c5a.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_1aa36591e43946ef8c4741cbbc992c5a.pdf
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Sdgy5Id8MUcH/
https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/magazine
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_1b462094c61d4efc9cbd5048c4a3134b.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_1aa36591e43946ef8c4741cbbc992c5a.pdf
https://www.bitchute.com/video/5RPLUXkD3qA9/
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 LINK: Graphene Oxide – a deadly toxin jab makers don’t mention 

 FURTHER READING 

 LINK: Kate Dalley – Show notes detailing battle with hospital doctors 

 

  
 END 

 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/Sdgy5Id8MUcH/
https://www.katedalleyshow.com/show-topics/the-protocol-we-used-for-my-husband-short-list/

